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A model of a stochastically driven ice sheet with planetary
wave feedback
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ABSTRACT
The growth and decay of continental ice sheets forms a key problem in dynamical climatology.
Apart from knowledge about their behaviour for given external conditions, like the distribution
of incoming solar energy, it is desirable to know something about their variability due to forcing
with a stochastic character.
This paper presents a simple model of ice-sheet variability in which the interaction between ice
sheet and atmosphere is taken into account in a crude way. The model is formulated by a linear
second-order differential equation describing the evolution of the ice-sheet size, and is stochastically forced by white noise representing year-to-year weather fluctuations. The results,
statistics of ice-sheet size variability, are very sensitive to the model parameters prescribing the
ice sheet-atmosphere interaction. For realistic values of those parameters, the standard deviation
of the ice-sheet size (in north-south direction) is in the 10-500 km range for a large ice sheet,
thus leaving much uncertainty. The main conclusion of the analysis is that stochastic forcing of
ice sheets is important only if strong positive feedback between ice sheets and atmosphere exists.

depends on a large number of internal feedback

1. Introduction
In global climatology, continental ice sheets play
a very important role. Their growth and decay are
thought to be major controlling factors (and
results, of course) of the global climate regime and
its variability. Consequently, in any study of

climate variability on longer time scales, whether
this is an observational one or a modelling effort,
ice sheets should be taken into account. During the
last decade, this has been fully realized. The
CLIMAP-project (CLIMAP, 1976) and the large
number of experiments with energy balance climate

models (EBM's) in which highly simplified ice
sheets are incorporated (Budyko, 1969; Sellers,
1969; North, 1975; to name but a few) are results
of this recognition. In spite of all efforts, however,

the causes of the ice ages cannot be said to be
known. Many theories exist and also much disagreement about them. It is the belief of most
investigators that variations. in the incoming solar
energy and in the concentration of dust in the upper
,atmosphere, which may be called external factors,
constitute the dominant forcing. But, unfortunately,
the response of the climate system to this forcing
Tellus 31 (1979). 6

mechanisms. At present, we are able to describe at
least some of these mechanisms qualitatively, but,

with few exceptions, we fail to quantify them
(Kellogg, 1975).

Most models in which interaction between ice
and atmospheric conditions is possible
(mostly by ice-albedo-surface temperature feedback) are deterministic. They give the position of
sheets

some ice line for given values of the solar constant
and the atmosphere's transmissivity for long-wave
radiation. A serious drawback of these EBM's is
the assumption of instantaneously responding ice
sheets. Use has been made of a sep-level isotherm

as ice line (e.g. Budyko, 1969), or of a more
smooth transition from no to total ice cover
(Oerlemans and Van den Dool, 1978). Recently, a
natural step has been made by Pollard (1978) who
incorporated simple ice-sheet mechanics into an
EBM.

Conditions during the last ice age are often used

to tune or verify climate models and ice-age
theories. However, in such procedures serious
difficulties are involved, among which is the fact
that we do not know anything about the variability
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of ice sheets due to random forcing. This point is
relevant through the very nature of the physical 90°
system that establishes the earth's climate. One of
its fundamental characteristics is the presence of

turbulence (more or less at random occurring
weather events, in this context) resulting from flow
instabilities. A consequence is the impossibility of

determining the equilibrium state (with regard to
external forcing) of the ice sheets from an "instantaneous" observational picture as given by
CLIMAP (1976). Due to the presence of random

0

40

forcing some uncertainty has to be expected.
Hasselmann (1976) presented a detailed discussion
on this topic and constructed a formal framework
for stochastic climate models based on theoretical
concepts from the field of statistical mechanics. In
this paper we will basically follow his approach.

The main goal of the present study is to gain
insight in how a continental ice sheet reacts on
random weather fluctuations. The approach will
contain several crude approximations, but should
be sufficiently accurate to investigate the import-

90°

warm

ance of random forcing.
It is generally felt that the interaction between ice
sheets and standing planetary waves constitutes an

important feedback mechanism in the climate
system. Without doubt, large ice sheets in the
Northern Hemisphere will establish a zonally
asymmetric forcing of the atmosphere, both ther-

mal and orographic. The response of the atmosphere, in its turn, changes the conditions in the

ice sheet's environment, thereby affecting their
evolution. Therefore, it seems highly desirable to
include this interaction in the model to be employed. An attempt in this direction will be made.

The present paper is closely related to those by

Frankignoul and Hasselmann (1977) and, in
particular, by Lemke (1977). In the latter, the
response of the zonally averaged temperature (at
sea level) to random forcing is studied by a
stochastically driven EBM. The damping in this
model, necessary to avoid infinite growth of the
temperature variance, is determined by the nature
of the radiation budget. Here, this damping will be
derived from the crude mechanics of a continental
ice sheet. Lemke's study and the present one may
thus be regarded as complementary.

2. Basic idea and strategy
The intention is to carry out an analysis with
simple mathematical tools, so we need to construct

40°
perturbed
state
1.
Schematic
illustration of continental ice-sheet
Fig.
variability and associated atmospheric conditions. The
ice sheet is shaded. The dashed line represents the
equilibrium line which

separates the ablation and

accumulation zones. The heavily drawn solid

line

indicates the standing wave in the 500 mb geopotential
height field.

a very schematic picture of a continental ice sheet
and the ice sheet-atmosphere feedback loop.

We will consider Northern Hemisphere ice
sheets only. In contrast to the Antarctic one, the
Northern Hemisphere ice sheets are subject to
atmospheric conditions that are highly asymmetric
with respect to their centres. Going southward over

the sheet we cross the equilibrium line which
separates the accumulation zone from the ablation
zone (indicated in Fig. 1 by the dashed line). The

equilibrium line will play a central role in our
discussion. Its position will serve as the agent for
the interaction between ice sheet and atmosphere.
It is obvious that the presence of large ice sheets
Tellus 31 (1979), 6
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strongly forces standing planetary waves. Ample
evidence exists that the phase of stationary
planetary waves is such that the ridge of the geo-

STATISTICS OF WEATHER FLUCTUATIONS

potential height wave at 500 mb lies downstream of
the heat source and just upstream of the mountain
range (linear theory: e.g. Smagorinsky, 1953;

STANDING EDDY

i

'time scale
of damping
'forcing by
ice sheet

Doos, 1962, Derome and Wiin-Nielsen, 1971;
Egger, 1976a, b; experiments with general circu-

'forcing by
weather fluctuations

lation models: e.g. Kasahara and Washington,
1971; Manabe and Terpstra, 1974; Sommerville et
al., 1974; observational evidence: e.g. Van Loon,
1973; Lau, 1979). Since ice sheets act as extensive
mountain ranges and heat sinks, we may expect a
picture as shown in Fig. 1. It reflects the main con-

equilibrium point

feedback

1
ICE SHEET

clusion emerging from the studies mentioned

'time scale of damping

above: if an ice sheet grows the standing wave

'forcing by position of
equilibrium point

pattern becomes more pronounced, with the trough

over or just downstream of the sheet. Corresponding surface conditions are likely to establish a
positive feedback by more than normal" advection of cold air over the ice sheet (see arrows in Fig.
1).

Besides the forcing of large-scale waves and their
associated impact on the boundary layer, a

"direct" feedback also exists. The most dramatic
effect is the increase of the yearly mean surface

I
STATISTICS OF ICE-SHEET SIZE

Fig. 2. Structure of the model. It has two basic climate
components: the ice sheet and the standing wave in the
atmosphere which are coupled through the position of the
equilibrium point. The factors affecting each component
are indicated. Statistics of weather fluctuations form the

input of the model, whereas statistics of the ice-sheet

albedo if ice cover occurs; it

size result.

equivalently, a southward shift of the equilibrium

model of a continental ice sheet will be employed. It
will be forced by varying the position of the equilibrium line (to be called equilibrium point from now

causes the net
incoming energy to decrease. Although this is
partly compensated for by a decreased amount of
outgoing radiation, the net effect is a reduced
amount of energy available for ablation, or, follows. A two-dimensional (height and latitude)
line. Again, the feedback seems to be positive.

Numerous effects obscuring the picture may be
mentioned. Speculation on all kinds of physical
processes has been extensive and it is not the
intention to list them here. Pittock et al. (1978)
provide a useful overview. Here it should be stated
that the considerations given above are not crucial
to the development of the model in the following
sections. They serve as motivation for including ice
sheet-atmosphere feedback. As a starting point we
simply adopt that this feedback may be important
and that the bulk of it may be expressed by a linear

relationship between the position of the equilibrium line and the ice-sheet -edge. In the case of
positive feedback, the equilibrium line tends to
follow the ice-sheet edge. If the feedback is
negative, the equilibrium line and ice-sheet edge
move in opposite directions.

Our strategy, illustrated in Fig. 2, will be as
Tellus 31 (1979), 6

on) and damped by its own crude mechanics.
Linearization around a reference state (in the
present case, the equilibrium state with respect to

the external forcing) yields a linear first-order
differential equation describing the evolution of the
sheet. The equilibrium-point position with respect
to the reference state, denoted by Al, is regarded as

a measure of the standing wave forced by the ice
sheet and random weather fluctuations. This may
be formulated in a linear differential equation
describing the evolution of A'. Combining these
equations by elimination of A' yields a stochastic
second-order differential equation for the ice-sheet
size.

This type of equation

is

well known in

statistical mechanics, so we can use existing theory.
Time spectra of the ice-sheet size will result, from
which other interesting quantities may be derived.

I
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X=0

Fig. 3. Schematic picture of a continental ice sheet in the Northern Hemisphere. The total sheet width is L; it is
divided into an accumulation zone and an ablation zone. The equilibrium point is at x = A.

3. The ice-sheet model
In this section we will discuss a rephrased form
of the ice-sheet model proposed by Nye (1959) and
elaborated further by Weertman (1961, 1976).
Fig. 3 is a picture of the sheet. It is twodimensional (height and north-south direction) and

equals the loss of ice into the Polar Sea, so there is
no horizontal flow of ice through the centre of the
sheet. For the southern half of the sheet, the conservation law for ice mass may be expressed as

d

L3

dt

}L 2

- h(x, t) dx = a(A - }L) - a*(L - A)

(2)

supposed to flow as a perfect plastic substance

After integration and rearrangement of terms we

according to

get

h(x,t)=a[}L(t)- Ix - JL(t)l14

(1)

dL

In eq. (1), h(x, t) is the height of the sheet, L the
width, and a a parameter specifying the height-io-

dt

width ratio which depends on the properties of ice.
The surface beneath the sheet reacts in such a way
that an isostatic balance is maintained. For a rock
density of three times that of ice, the suppression of
the surface amounts to #t h. Atmospheric conditions
affecting the evolution of the sheet are represented
by two zones: the accumulation zone (0 < x < A)
with constant accumulation rate a, and the ablation
zone (x > A) with constant ablation rate a*. These
zones are separated by the equilibrium point at x =
A. This representation of the forcing of the ice sheet
is very rough, of course, but it is adequate for a first
survey. It should be noted that use of the snow-line

concept (Weertman, 1961) would not give very
different results because a linear analysis around a
reference state will be carried out.

The total accumulation in the region x < }L

_-yL}+#AL -E

(3)

where

y = 2 / (a* + 3a)/3a, s = 2 / (a* + a)/3a
Given the accumulation and ablation rates, the
evolution of the sheet is fully described by eq. (3). If

these rates are constant in time, an equilibrium
state exists. It is given by
Q

Lo =

AO

(4)

Y

In order to make the ice-sheet model more tractable, we linearize eq. (3) around a reference state.
We regard this state as being the equilibrium state
corresponding to the external forcing of the climate
system (e.g. the distribution of incoming solar
energy). The ice sheet will be internally forced by
variations in the position of the equilibrium point,
Tellus 31 (1979), 6
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way, the interaction is determined by the constant

while Q and y are fixed; so we write

dL'

-

dt - aL

a Finally, the last term in eq. (7) represents the

aE

OE I
Lo .

L'+aA- - A'

(5)

model.

A0

If e(t) - 0, eq. (7) has the stable asymptotic

From eq. (3) we obtain

aE

solution

OE
-yL01'

aL

Go

-yL0

'

(6)

aA

stochastic forcing, which is the energy source of the

A,

where used has been made of the equilibrium
condition (4). Since aE/aLl, < 0, the equilibrium
state is stable with regard to perturbations in L.
The relaxation time of the ice sheet is given by
y 'Lo. For current values of the constants involved,
this scale is of the order of 5000 years for a large

A'

a

L'

,u

Given p, the non-dimensional constant a* prescribes to what extent the position of the equilibrium point tends to follow the ice-sheet edge.

sheet.

5. The complete model

4. Forcing of the atmosphere

To arrive at one equation describing the complete model, we rewrite eq. (5) as dL'/dt = -AL' +
cA' (,l and c are given in eq. (6)), and combine it

As discussed in Section 2, continental ice sheets
create their own climate to some extent by forcing
planetary waves and modifying the boundary layer.

At this point we need to express this link in the
climate system in terms of the variables occurring
in our simple ice-sheet model.

The easiest way to do this is by identifying A'

with eq. (7), thus yielding the second-order differential equation
d2 L?
dt2

+ (A +,U)

dL'
dt

1

+ c,u .

1

- a*IL' = ce(t)

(9)

This type of equation is well known; it describes
how a random input signal is transformed by an
electrical band-pass filter, or how a pendulum

with the amplitude of a standing eddy in the yearly
mean surface temperature. This is justified by the

hanging in a turbulent fluid behaves.

fact that in a broad sense, the equlibrium line
follows some isotherm (e.g. Sugden and John,

describes the free movement of a damped harmonic

1976). Accepting this concept, the relation between
L' and A' describes the ice sheet-atmosphere interaction. We write

book on classical mechanics; it is given by

L'(t)=C,e°11+C2eJ2r

dA'

where C, and C2 are constants and p, and p2 are

dt

=-,uA'+aL'+E(t)

(7)

In the homogeneous case, i.e. E(t) = 0, eq. (9)
oscillator. The solution may be found in any text(10)

the solutions of the characteristic equation

-a*11 =0

Eq. (7) formulates to first order the behaviour of
the equilibrium point with respect to that of the

p2+(A+,u)p+C'U

reference ice sheet. The first term on the right-hand
side represents a damping force; the constant u is

It is easy to show that the ice sheet will expand
oo) if a* > A/c. For realistic
indefinitely (L'

determined by the characteristic time scale of

values of the accumulation and ablation rates (a* =
1 m/year, a/a* = 0.3; e.g. Birchfield, 1977), we find
A/c = 0.88, so the ice sheet becomes unstable if a*
> 0.88. Therefore, in order to guarantee stability,
the equilibrium point cannot follow the ice-sheet
edge but should stay a bit behind. No matter how
low the accumulation rate is, for a* > 1 instability

standing planetary waves. This should also include

effects like the response of the oceanic surface
circulation and the biosphere. Since we do not
explicitly account for the yearly cycle, a value of at
least 1 year should be used to be consistent with the
model. The second term describes the forcing of the
standing eddy by the ice sheet, again with respect

to the reference state (L' = 0). Formulated in this
Tellus 31 (1979), 6

`c

(11)

always occurs. This is physically quite clear: if
the accumulation zone grows faster than the ice
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sheet, the total ablation ultimately becomes zero.
Apparently, our model climate system is sensitive.

We will now consider the case with forcing by

random "weather" fluctuations representing a
stationary stochastic process. If e(t) = 0, where the
bar denotes an average over a sufficiently long time
interval, the linearity of the model assures that L'(t)
= 0. The spectral density function of L'(t), denoted
by Y(co), may be found by a Fourier transform of
eq.

(11) (Batchelor, 1956; for a more general

cu

- -a*)-w2
a*)
c

(12)

z

+(. +,u)2 co'

ff

where O(co) is the spectral density function of e(t).

At this point it is useful to have a look at the
orders of magnitude of the various parameters.
Current values of the constants involved give
c r_- 0.0003

for

a

large

(15)

Since we will employ inter-annual variability, we
take T = 1 year.

We use data from Oort (1977), and Oort and
Rasmusson (1971). The relevant quantities are
listed in Table 1. The second column gives the
inter-annual standard deviation of the variance of

yearly mean temperature (T) due to standing
derived immediately by assuming that 8T/8x is

c2 O(w)

Y(w) =

0(0) = Te*(t)2/7t

eddies. From these data an estimate of a*2 may be

discussion: Soong, 1973). It reads

=

related to the variance of e*(t) by

sheet.

feedback
eddy is fully

The

between ice sheet and standing
determined by a* and u; they may be said to form
the "feedback parameter plane". For a part of this
plane, roughly given by u > 0.1 and a* < 0.7, it
may be shown that the shape of the spectrum given

constant. We accept 5. 104 km2 yr-2 to be a typical
value.

Fig. 4 shows spectra for three sets of values for p

and a*. The size of the ice sheet in the reference
state is Lo = 2000 km. Increasing the time scale of
the equilibrium-point position (smaller u) shifts the

curve to the right, thereby increasing the total
variance.

The most interesting quantity is the total
variance of the ice-sheet size. It may be obtained by
integration of the spectral density function over frequency, yielding (e.g. Carmichael and Smith, 1962)
L' 2 = f

Y(w) dw =

7tc6(0)

by eq. (12) approaches that of a first-order

,a(A+p)(A-a*)

stochastic climate model with linear damping

c

(Hasselmann, 1976), the corresponding damping

coefficient being c(A/c - a*). This result is not
surprising because in this case the behaviour of the
equilibrium-point position appears as white noise to

the ice sheet. If the feedback is strong (large a*)
and appears on a relatively large time scale (small
u), however, the second-order model gives different
results.

6. Variability of the ice-sheet size
To arrive at a picture of the spectrum Y(co), we
assume that e(t) may be regarded as a white-noise
process. Inter-annual variability seems to be most
suitable to derive the strength of the white noise,
because the ice-sheet model "feels" the yearly mean
mass balance only.
Formally, we define a new random process by
I

e* (t) _T-J

T r-1T

It is easily seen that, for ice sheets larger than, say,
100 km, (A. + u) may be replaced by u. Therefore,
the variance is proportional top 2, i.e. to the square

of the relaxation time of the equilibrium point
position. Also, a stronger interaction between ice

sheet and atmosphere (larger a*) increases the
variability. Fig. 5 shows the standard deviation of
Table 1. Quantities used in estimating the level of
white-noise forcing P. Data are from Oort (1977)
and Oort and Rasmusson (1971)
Latitude

a of [T'2]
at 1000 mb

(°N)

(K2)

45
50

0.9

55

2.2
2.4
2.8
3.2
3.6

60

t+#T

e(z) dr

The constant spectral level 0(0) of e(t) is then

(16)

65
70
75

1.7

8T/8x at
1000 mb
(K/100 km)
0.64
0.53
0.55
0.64
0.78
0.69
0.67

_
Estimated e2
(104 km2 yr-2)
2.2
6.1
7.3

5.9
4.6
6.7
8.0

Tellus 31 (1979), 6
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W (cy yr 1)
Fig. 4. Ice-sheet spectra for various values of the feedback parameters cr* and p. The ice-sheet size in the reference
state is 2000 km.

the ice-sheet size, multiplied by p, for a small and a

large ice sheet, as a function of a*. Apparently, a
small ice sheet shows more variability than a large

one. We should keep in mind, however, that a
larger ice sheet will have a more profound influence
on the atmospheric circulation, which increases the
appropriate value of a*.

7. Discussion

0'0

.2

-1.4

.6

.6

Fig. 5. Standard deviation of the ice-sheet size for a
small and a large ice sheet, as a function of the feedback
parameter ct*.
31 (19790, 6

We now return to the question posed in the
Introduction-What is the order of magnitude of
ice-sheet size variability due to random forcing?
Unfortunately, the foregoing analysis showed that
is
the standard deviation of the ice-sheet size,
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very sensitive to most model parameters. We have

aL - Lot
u1

1

` a*\

but the role of planetary waves is uncertain. Again,
we have to accept a wide range of values. As limits
for a* we take 0.2 and 0.7.
From Fig. 5 we find that the limits in the feed-

back parameter plane given above lead to a

'

standard deviation of the ice-sheet size between 10
and 500 km for a large ice sheet. This result does

c

Since we do not know with some accuracy the
appropriate values of u and a*, it would be highly
unrealistic to give a specific value of al,. Instead, a
range of values should be indicated, thus showing

not make us much wiser-10 km is negligible,
whereas 500 km is a lot. We may state that

whether random forcing of sizable ice sheets is

random forcing has the potential to be important,
but not without a strong positive feedback between
ice sheet and atmospheric conditions surrounding

potentially important or not.

it.

As discussed earlier, p-' is the damping time
scale of the equilibrium-point position. This scale
should include all effects (sea ice, oceanic cir-

culation, biosphere adjustment, etc.) except the
inertia of the ice sheets. Probably, the effective
value of u is mainly determined by the response
times of the oceanic circulation and the sea-ice
distribution. We accept 0.2 and 0.01 yr ' to be the
limits for u. The strength of the feedback between
ice-sheet size and equilibrium-point position, given
by a*, is also not known. The existence of positive
feedback due to the albedo effect is without doubt,

The scenario for a climate system presented in
this paper is kept fairly general, in the hope that
future deterministic modelling may provide more
accurate estimates of the parameters u and a*. In
that case, a new estimate of ice-sheet size variability may be derived immediately from eq. (16).
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OL[EHKA HEOUPE,LEJIEHHOCTH B PA3MEPAX J1EJL6Bb1X W14TOB
CEBEPHOFO IIOJIYIIIAPFISI 1I3-3A OBPATHOLI CBSI314 C IIJIAHETAPHbIM14 BOJIHAMI4

KnHMaTOnorHH. KpoMe 3HaHHA o paBHOBeCHOM

nnaHeTapHbIX BOJH B aTMOC(!epe.
B 3TOk 3aMCTKe AaeTCA OUeHKa H3MeH4HBOCTH
rpaHHUbi nbAa, B KOTOpOfi B rpy6ofi (!OpMC npHHATa

COCTOS1HHH 3THX LUHTOB AJA 3aAaHHbIX BHe(HHHX

o6paTHan CBA3b MC)KAY pa3MepaMH LUHTa H nna-

ycnoBH# (TaKHX, KaK pacnpeieneHHe naiatotueli
contiefHOfl paiHauHH H cogep)Kanne C02 B aTMOC(Depe), )KenaTenbHO ITO-HH6y;Ib 3HaTb o6 HX 143Me-

HCTapHbIMH BOnHaMH. HCnOnb3yeTCA npOCTaA CToXaCTH4ecxaH Mo)jenb BMeCTe c OnncaHHeM KOHTHHeHTa-

HYHBOCTH. 3Ta H3MeH1HBOCTb-pe3ynbTaT BHYTpeH-

3THX B03Aef(CTBHrI, nOMHMO Apyrtix McXaHH3MOB,

pe3ynbTaT aHanu3a COCTOHT B TOM, TO CTaHAapTHOe
OTKJIOHHHe nOno)KeHHA KpaeB ROCTaTO4HO 60nbIHOrO HUHTa B CeBepHOM nonyiuapHH HaXOAHTCA B

Bo36y)KAaeTCA caMHM LUHTOM nyTeM HHAYUHPOBaHHA

npeuenax 10-500 KM.

I10BeAeHHe

KOHTHHeHTan bnblx

neAOBbIX

LUHTOB

ABnAeTCA KnIOHCBOf1 npo6neMOli B AHHamHHecxof

HHX B03Aer1CTBHr1 CTOXaCTH'IeCKoro XapaKTepa. L1aCTb

Tellus 31 (1979), 6

nbHoro neAoaoro UUHTa no BHpTMaHy. OCHOBHOf1

